would therefore doubt on the editors" attitude, professional level and factual basis, and further question the credibility of the letter"s conclusion.
The following sections will briefly analyze some main thinking fallacies which would undermine the letter"s credibility.
Statistic Trap
The letter used statistics three times. This section will analyze all of them and point out the thinking fallacies of each.
The first statistic appeared in the following paragraph:
China now becomes the database for negative cases in university lectures. Is it just an isolated instance, or is it already a pervasive phenomenon? We used new media approach to investigate and found more than 80% of college students saying that they had experienced "querulous" teachers. Such disgrace to the country was even unbearable to students. The phenomenon was more common in philosophy and social science lectures including law, administrative management and economics.
Such investigation has obvious problems in the investigation design as well as data representation.
First, the letter did not introduce what the new media approach is. If the investigation was an online survey, then participants would usually be those who were interested in the topic. Since the range of the sample was narrow, the survey result would suffer selection bias and hence invalid. For instance, the Durex Company"s global sex survey in 2004 reported that globally people had had 10.3 sexual partners on average, while people in China had 19.3 partners on average, the highest of all nations. The survey method used by Durex was online survey, which belongs to the new media approach. However its conclusion was obviously biased. The survey approach problem was further confirmed in Druex"s survey in 2005, where the average sexual partner number reduced greatly to 3.1 for people in China [5] . The huge differences in only one year"s time can only be reasonably explained by the fallacies in its research method.
Secondly, the letter did not mention how many people participated in the survey. A ratio without a total number is a typical statistic trap, in addition to have certain demagogic deception value, which is therefore unpersuasive.
Hence, statement that "China now become the database for negative cases in university classes could not be supported by the investigation.
The second paragraph that contained statistics was to provide the source for the 130-thousand-word lecture notes: This paper will not discuss whether the selected five cities matches with the term "all directions", but the distribution and coverage of these cities. All these cities are big cities in China. None of the small or middle sized cities were involved. Therefore, the selected cities could not represent the whole country. As to the coverage, according to the Ministry of Education, there were 2442 colleges and universities in 2012, 1145 of them were universities. Liaoning Daily"s investigation had a coverage rate of 0.819% if using the first datum and 1.75% of the second. Such coverage was obviously too low.
Therefore, the representative sample of the investigation is seriously insufficient. It is impossible to convincingly draw some general useful conclusions from this investigation.
The investigation of the third paragraph that shows the working people complaining is as follows: The open letter had not mentioned. As a result, the result is unbelievable.
If the result is believable, facing as much as ninety percent of people every day in complaining, we should not adopt the ostrich policy, turned a blind eye to it, should have correct attitude, and take it seriously., We should further investigate what cause of as much as ninety percent of people every day in complaining is, then effectively resolve the cause. Complains are not always correct, seriously and correctly treating complaints is always right. So, the society will be harmony and more beautiful.
Hasty Generalization
At least, samples of the first two statistics in the above three statistics are too small, their data distributions are narrow, the conclusions made from these kind of statistics committed statistical fallacy, and also committed hasty generalization fallacy. We will point another example of hasty generalization fallacy in this section. Since the mainstream of answer, which is the answer of most of teachers, is not to show "the three lacking" in university classes, that is to say there are just a few teachers having "three lacks" problems, your open letter to university philosophy and social science teachers is take the whole of university philosophy and social science teachers as object, which committed hasty generalization fallacy. We should treat a group mainly with their mainstream, rather than their tributaries. For example, Although news media people committed a series of crimes such as He rundong mismatches, Chen yongzhou event, Guo zhengxi and Tian Liwu events, Rui chenggang and Li yong event and news fraud in the 21st century network only since 2013, we cannot conclude that all the news media people is a criminal gang based on the series of crime cases committed by some of the news media people; otherwise, we will commit hasty generalization fallacy.
Wishful Thinking
The open letter said as follows:
Students all belongs to the sunflower family, who are accustomed to turn toward the teacher. If the teacher standing on the platform has a bright mind, the students taught by the teacher are all active and bright. People in the society are all bright builders, the country must have a bright future.
The above text is of three universal assertions, only need to be respectively given a counterexample, the three assertions will be denied respectively. The first counterexample is the student whose web name is Kiko in the open letter. By the "web comments", the student has shown the spirit of dare to doubt about his teacher, who don"t belong to the sunflower family, are not accustomed to turn toward his teacher. Secondly, Ma Jiajue is not a student of bright mentality, Yao Jiaxin is also not a student of bright mentality. In all the teachers of the two students, not all the teacher have not bright mentality? Thirdly, the society is a big world, is very complex, has builders, also has saboteur, and of course also has those who have nothing to do. Even in the builders, not all the builders are necessarily a "bright builders", in which some people are corrupt "dark builders" in the name of building. According to the assertion in the open letter, due to the existence of some corrupt "dark builders", our China will not have a bright future. Therefore, for the sake of our China can have a bright future, it is necessary to turn each dark builder into a bright builder. How can we do it? Maybe there are many methods, however, the first step of all the methods is to point out dark builders, and criticize their wrong words and deeds. So, the problem must be pointed out, criticism must be conducted.
In the above segment, the Liaoning daily consecutively committed "wishful thinking" fallacy.
Straw Man
Teachers give negative examples of China in class. Their purpose is to explain the corresponding principles and problem solutions. The open letter considers giving negative examples of China in classes as complaining or "the object of criticism must be China", which is deliberately distorted, if not innocent misunderstood, in a word, is made "straw man" thinking fallacy.
Even if is to complain, don't have to make a fuss, also not necessarily a bad thing. On the one hand, as an open letter pointed out, "complaining is a human instinct", since being the case, you don't have to make a fuss; Otherwise, is contrary to human nature? On the other hand, we should all know, complains is not always correct, perhaps often may be wrong because of extreme and one-sided. However, complains are not always correct, seriously treating complaints, correctly analyzing causes of complaints and creatively resolve complaints, are always right. Comrade MAO zedong taught us that "people complaining, have opinions, suggests that there is something wrong with our policy and work. Don't hear the crowd, especially a little sharp comments, go to pursue, to file a case, to hit to suppress. It is actually a sign of weakness, is usually the sign of neurasthenia. Anyway we communists do not make the opposite situation with the people." Perhaps the Liaoning daily have forgotten the teachings of Chairman Mao's; otherwise, how could they require "stop complaining"?
Contradiction
When it comes to "stop whining", the open letter also committed "self contradictory" thinking fallacy in the "stop complaining". The open letter takes teacher criticizing China negative phenomena as complain, and then suggest "stop complaining to take an aggressive attitude to think about the light".
According to the thinking mode in which the open letter takes "criticism" as "complain", we also can take the open letter criticizing the university philosophy social science teachers as "complain", then suggest that the Liaoning daily "stop complaining to take a aggressive attitude to think about the light".
Moreover, how can the teachers know the negative phenomena of China? It is because of a large number of reports made by news medium such as Liaoning daily. Here comes a contradiction, news medium such as Liaoning daily can report a lot of negative phenomena of China, meanwhile, our teachers can not mention negative phenomena of China in class.
If Liaoning daily don"t think they committed "self-contradictory" thinking fallacy, then Liaoning daily have committed a "double standard" thinking fallacy.
Appeal to Authority
A litterateur said, education is the greatest living principles of a nation, is the only one means to reduce the number of evil and increase in the number of the good in all society.
Firstly, the above text committed thinking fallacy of "appeal to authority". Secondly, don't know is intentionally or unintentionally, it didn"t disclose who this litterateur is. Although the open letter keeps secret, we still know the litterateur is Balzac of France, and, also know that Balzac is a famous litterateur of critical realism. His criticism of the social system is very deep, he regarded education is to cultivate people's critical spirit. The open letter's authors maybe don"t correctly understand the real meaning of "education" called by Balzac, of course, there is also another possibility, that is, the authors is actually know the "spirit of criticism" contained in Balzac's "education", but Deliberately not to mention the name of Balzac, lest that the reader is reminded by the identity of the "critical realism writer Balzac, so that the authors can induce the readers to understand the meaning of the word "education" only in a literal and superficial way.
In fact, even with the literal meaning, "to reduce the number of evil and increase in the number of the good" does not mean that do not allow criticism and criticism of China negative phenomena, because whether the amount of criticism or praise the number will not change the kind of evil. The letter here not only committed thinking fallacy of "appeal to authority", but also committed "irrelevant" thinking fallacy, and at the same time also committed "misinterpretation" thinking fallacy.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the open letter not only have defects and errors in fundamental facts related with their argument foundation, but also have a lot of thinking fallacies, in which many of those thinking fallacies are very low. The existence of these thinking fallacies is enough to completely eliminate credibility of the open letters. Thus, good motivation doesn't necessarily bring good results, but also need to have solid basic skills. For the media reporters, it is far from enough to only have brilliant pen, should also have the objective, rational and tolerant spirit accomplishment and justice, integrity and logical thinking quality.
